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Today I Give Up Trying Chapter 234

Chapter 234

Haibai trembled with excitement.

This is Xu Yangsheng!

Apologizing to him, thisâ€¦ this is simply unimaginable.

However, Mr. Bai got sensitive to hear the word great dragon’, he got amazed
and then asked curiously:

“Xu Dong, I don’t know what dragon you are talking aboutâ€¦”

Mr. Bai was completely confused at this moment.

Why didn’t he know that their Bai family still hides a giant dragon, and this
giant dragon can let Xu Yangsheng who is such a big man apologize to his
son?

“Hahahaâ€¦ we can’t reveal, we can’t reveal!”

Xu Yangsheng smiled but didn’t directly say ‘Mr. Lin, changed the subject and
said:

“Mr. Bai, this time, our group intends to form an alliance with your Bai family!”
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“This is an overseas order, worth 1 billion U.S. dollars! The profit generated is
80% for Bai’s and 20% for us!”

What!

Xu Yangsheng’s words made everyone in the Bai family shocked again.

One billion US dollars, this is more than seven billion Chinese coins.

Eighty percent is more than five billion!

hissâ€¦â€¦

At this moment, all the Bai family members took a breath, almost unable to
believe their ears.

But the segment of shocks has just begun!

Fei Yong, Zhou Shengchang, and other big bosses also stepped forward and
said enthusiastically:

“Mr. Bai, our Changsheng Group has just received a large order worth 2 billion
yuan, and we also want to seek your Group’s cooperation!”

“And I have a group super project under the name of Fei Yong, and I am going
to develop it together with the Bai Group, and Bai’s profit will be nine!”

“â€¦”

Sentence after sentence!

Constantly resounding within the Bai family.
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And every sentence carries a superorder.

This made the hearts of Mr. Bai and every other family member’s hearts beat
violently, almost reaching to the throat.

In particular, the value generated by the order!

From more than two billion, soaring to seven or eight billion, and after that,
breaking through ten billion!

Excited!

From Mr. Bai to the servants of the Bai family, they all are in shock to hear
about these huge orders.

They believe that if the Bai family got able to complete all these orders!

Then, the Bai Group will break away from the second-rate forces and become
a first-class top consortium, or even a giant consortium!

Thinking of this!

Haibai, Bai Yan, and others are so excited that it is difficult to hold on.

Only Mr. Bai!

For some reason, his heart is beating fiercely at this moment, and the anxiety
and worry in his heart are getting more intense.

How could this beâ€¦â€¦
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Chapter 235

Mr. Bai has seen many ups and downs in his life. At this moment, he is not
dazzled by the pie falling from the sky but is full of endless doubts.

90%!

90%!

Still 90%!

These big men who came to make deals with their Bai family, in which Bai
family accounts for nine and they accounts for one!

This is definitely not normal business cooperation, but it is more like these big
bosses are in favor of the Bai family and please the Bai family!

It seems that the Bai family has someone who has caused fear for them.

“Ahemâ€¦”

Mr. Bai quickly asked Yang Jinshui:

“Yangâ€¦Dong Yang, who are you looking for?”

Grandpa Bai didn’t believe that Xu Yangsheng would come to their house in
person.

After all, his family has no comparison to Xu Yangsheng.
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Here comes a big guy who is stronger than the Bai family, how could he take
the initiative to come.

The only possibility is Yang Jinshui!

“That’s right!” Yang Jinshui did not conceal, and admitted openly, smiling:

“Xu Dong and these all are all invited by me! I just briefly explained the stakes
to them, and they came in person one by one!”

“I didn’t force them to come!”

What!

Stakes?

Mr. Bai became more confused.

He couldn’t figure out what interest a big boss like Xu Yangsheng has in his
little Bai family?

Could it be forâ€¦ Shaun?

Yang Jinshui didn’t want to destroy the relationship with the Bai family but
wanted revenge.

Then only give the Bai family a sweet date, and then let the Bai family take the
initiative to hand over Shaun?

Although Mrs. Bai couldn’t understand a little, for them, there was only such
an unreasonable explanation.
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“Baishan! come here!”

Suddenly, Mr. Bai shouted at the corner.

Baishan!

Yang Jinshui’s complexion changed when he heard this name.

He is Mr. Lin’s father-in-law!

Before it was because he threw a ball of toilet paper into Baishan’s bowl,
Shaun almost killed him.

And nowâ€¦

Almost subconsciously, Yang Jinshui wants to greet Baishan.

Only the following words from Mr. Bai made Yang Jinshui like a lightning
strike:

“The third child, don’t you still kneel down to apologize to Mr. Yang! It’s all your
trash son-in-law’s fault!”

Kneel down to apologize?

Trash son-in-law!

Damnâ€¦ Damn it!

Hearing these words from Mr. Bai, no matter it was Yang Jinshui or Xu
Yangsheng and other big men, their bodies trembled with fear.
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Who would dare call Mr. Lin a trash son-in-law in this city?

Isn’t he special, he is obviously the ultimate BOSS.

Right now, Yang Jinshui only felt his scalp numb for a while and wanted to
stop him.

Chapter 236

But he didn’t wait for him to speak!

Listening to the trembling voice of the housekeeper outside the door:

“Tianlong Xu, chairman of Tianlong Group, and all Tianlong directors are
here!!”

Huh!

As soon as he said this, it seemed as if the mute switch was turned on,
causing all the voices in the Bai family’s courtyard to stop abruptly.

Misheard?

Mr. Bai, Haibai, Bai Yan, and others were all stunned at this moment, and
could hardly believe their ears.

Tianlong Xu?
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It could be a mistake.

Grandpa Bai, Haibai, and others looked at each other.

It is acceptable to say that, Xu Yangsheng and others are invited by Yang
Jinshui. After all, these people are either on the same level as Yang Jin or
they are not as strong as Yang Jinshui.

But why Tianlong Xu is here?

He is one of the top men in the Jiangshi business community.

He is not a figure of Yang Jinshui’s level at all, how can he invite him?

The interesting thing is, Tianlong Xu is not alone here. He has brought all the
directors of Tianlong Group with him. This is beyond the dreaming level of Bai
family members.

Huh huh!

At this moment, they all looked at the door excitedly and nervously.

A majestic middle-aged man walked in with a group of business leaders who
can only be seen on TV.

He is Tianlong Xu!

Wow!

crazy!
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The juniors and seniors of the Bai family got completely crazy when they saw
him.

“God, I saw Tianlong Xu with my own eyes, this legend, my idol!”

“Is our Bai family going to be developed? Even Tianlong Xu came to the
house personally, grazing, what happened? Can anyone tell me what
happened?”

“â€¦”

Every member of the Bai family is excited, but also nervous.

And just under their gaze!

Tianlong Xu with all the directors of Tianlong Group came to the front of Mr.
Bai:

“Mr. Bai, hello, this is Tianlong Xu!”

Tianlong Xu had a gentle smile on his face, but with just one sentence, the
aura and the majesty made Mr. Bai and all the Bai family scalp numb.

“Xuâ€¦Xu Dong, hello! I don’t know why you are here this timeâ€¦” Mr. Bai
asked excitedly and his body is trembling.

And felt the puzzled eyes of everyone around.

Tianlong Xu chuckled and said:

“I am here this time to findâ€¦ Mr. Baishan!”
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What!

Hearing this, every Bai family member got stunned.

Looking for Baishan?

The Bai family knows that Baishan has a weak personality and no abilities,
and how can a big man like Tianlong Xu come to meet Baishan?

Chapter 237

Could it be that Baishan had offended Tianlong Xu, so he is here in person
and even brought all the Tianlong directors to shock us?

All the Bai family members can think of such a possibility because they think
their family has no qualification to invite Tianlong Xu home.

Suddenly, Mrs. Bai’s expression completely changed.

He stared at Baishan angrily.

“Baishan, don’t you hear, come here quickly and apologize to Mr. Tianlong
Xu!”

“I don’t know, what did you and your trash son-in-law do for a living! That trash
Shaun offended Dong Yang, and you provoke Dong Xu!”

“What is the problem with you and your son-in-law? Do you want to destroy
our Bai family?”

It’s not only Grandpa Bai!
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Haibai and others next to him were also angry at Baishan.

Their Bai family has just received super orders from Yang Jinshui and others.

If it is true that, Baishan has offended Mr. Tianlong Xu then forget about the
orders, Tianlong Xu is going to destroy their entire family for sure.

Thinking of this!

Haibai and others also yelled at Baishan:

“Baishan, what are you doing in the corner? Kneel and apologize to Mr. Xu
and the others!”

“Yes! Third Uncle, you have to kneel for Dong Yang. After all, that trash in your
family has offended Dong Yang!”

“Huh! And that Elvira, she is stupid to step down as president at this time! All
the family members are idiots?”

abuse!

ridicule!

At this moment, almost all the Bai family members showed their greatest
malice towards Baishan, Shaun, and Elvira!

However!

When the shouting of these Bai family members gradually stopped, they were
surprised to find that the atmosphere here seemed to be a bit changed.
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That’s right!

Many Bai family members saw that the smiles of Tianlong Xu, Yang Jinshui,
Xu Yangsheng, and other big men disappeared. Instead, they were all green,
and they all looked like they wanted to do something disastrous.

What’s wrong?

Mr. Bai, Haibai, and others could not believe their eyes.

After all, Tianlong Xu and others were happy just now, what happened within
seconds!

What happened to them?

Tianlong Xu suddenly snorted:

“good very good!”

“What a group of people you are with the hearts of stone!”

Wow!

Tianlong Xu’s voice, with endless icy cold, instantly sent all the Bai family
members into an ice cellar, shaking with cold.

Everyone felt that something was wrong!

Especially when Tianlong Xu’s next words were uttered, suddenly all the Bai
family members were struck by lightning!
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“I am here to discuss cooperative measures with Mr. Baishan! But I did not
expect to see your Bai family humiliating Mr. Baishan, Mr. Shaun, and Miss
Elvira!”
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